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ABSTRACT: Web services composition is a process that involves building new applications or services called composite
services by assembling existing services. With the technological evolution and the mobility of the devices and thus the
varieties of the environments, the development of the approaches sensitive to the context is paramount. This paper presents
a comparative analysis of existing approaches of context-aware semantic Web orchestration in mobile environments, and
provides conclusions.
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1. Introduction

Today the Web services composition (WSC) presents an active area of research. And with the advent of semantic Web and
agent paradigm, the automatic composition of semantic Web services has become possible (Syu et al., 2012). Indeed, the
characteristics of a Web service are similar to those of an agent; it is autonomous and can communicate with other Web services.
In addition, it is possible for a Web service menu with a semantic description of its features, to reason about its capabilities.

Composition or aggregation of Web services is a process that involves building new applications or services called composites
or aggregates services by assembling existing services or basic services appointed elementary. Composition specifies which
services are to be invoked; in what order and under what preconditions. Basic services can be either atomic services or
composite services.
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In the literature, there are two main families of techniques emerge (Dey, 2001): the so-called static composition techniques,
defined using business process (orchestration and choreography) and compositional techniques called dynamic, in which the
composition of Web services takes into account the available services, their functionality and goal before or during their
execution. Techniques of dynamic compositions can themselves be grouped into two subfamilies: the techniques using an
approach based on workflows and those based on artificial intelligence techniques. This paper focuses on the static technique
which is the orchestration of semantic Web services in a mobile environment.

Indeed, the WSC is divided into three steps (Mrissa, 2007). The discovery of the WS, the organization of interaction; and the
execution of the composition. The orchestration is happening at the second stage of the WSC which mean at the organization
of interactions of WS.

The great evolution of communication technologies and the characteristics of mobile units contribute to the growing of
popularity and diversity of mobile applications that justify referral to mobile computing, we also find that there are many studies
and stat of the art on fixed environments than the mobile environments which present new trend of IT. So for this orientation to
the mobility we realize our state of the art in mobile environments.

In fixed environment; applications reserve important resources and assume that they are available until the end of execution.
Launching or running a single resource not available brutally leads to unplanned termination of the application. On the other
side, mobile environments have fewer resources and these may vary; here we cannot consider the changes of state resources
as fatal errors. It is then necessary to adapt the behavior of applications in mobile environments.

In addition to these characteristics related to the nature of mobile environments, the mobile user wants to access from different
points of connection, to personalized services which it has subscribed and which they can take into account the location of the
terminal (user). Thus, the provision and delivery of services must take into account the context of the user’ needs and to ensure
compliance with the desired quality of service.  According to (Hauspie, 2005) the mobility imposes to objects a regular updating
of their knowledge about their environment. The discovery of the environment and the services which provides to the objects
is difficult to achieve because of the lack of fixed infrastructure characterizing mobile networks.

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section we present the definition of orchestration according to several researchers,
then we will mention the most widely used languages   in the Semantic Web services orchestration; after we will give the notion
of context and context-aware; and before presenting the different orchestration approaches we must present the characteristics
of mobile environments. Then we will give a synthesis to criticize the various approaches relative to the different criteria in
mobile environments. Finally, a conclusion as an overview of this research and presents the perspectives considered.

2. Definition of orchestration

There are several definitions of orchestration which differ according to the different works done on this subject, but actually
they all came to adopt the point of view of process.

According to (Sanlaville, 2005), the orchestration of Web services allow to define the arrangement and sequence of these
services according to a well-defined framework. It describes the way in which services can interact together while including the
order of execution of different interactions.

In (Barros et al., 2005), define the orchestration as a set of processes executed in a predefined order to meet a purpose. This type
of composition can centralize the invocation of Web services components. Each service is described in terms of internal actions.
Contracts between two services are made according to the process to execute.

In ( Benatallah et al., 2005) orchestration is defined as an executable process, they add that the orchestration is a set of actions
to be performed through Web services. Execution engine, a Web service acting as a conductor, manages the chain of Web
services by control logic. To design an orchestration of Web services, it is necessary to describe the interactions between the
execution engine and Web services. These interactions correspond to the calls made   by the engine action (s) proposed (s) for
Web services components.

According to (Châtel, 2010), the orchestration of Web services comprises programming an engine that calls a set of Web
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services according to a predefined process. The engine defines the whole process and called Web services (both internal and
external to the organization) in the order of execution tasks. The execution engine (itself a Web Service - Web Service Engine) is
permitted by the sequence of the execution of two other Web services (Web Service1 then Web Service 2). This sequence is
possible via an operator scheduling. The execution of the composition is based on the call of the Web Service 1 then the call of
the Web service 2, both made by the Web service engine.

In (Châtel, 2010) within the orchestration, it’s the control flow in its entirety, which is on the front of the stage in the form of a
business process. The orchestration depends on an “orchestrator” (or “leader”) responsible for the composition and message
exchanges, and with respect to activities defined in the process.

In ( Cherifi, 2011) the orchestration realized concretely the synthesis by invoking the services actually participating by executing,
supervising and managing the execution of the composition. During the execution stage, the substitution can intervene to
replace a service by another in case of failure.

In (Peltz, 2003a) the orchestration described in terms of a service, the interaction thereof and internal steps (eg data transformations,
invocations to internal modules) between its interactions.

As we said before, the characteristics of a Web service are similar to those of an agent; it is autonomous and can communicate
with other Web services. This particularity of Web services make possible the automation of orchestration process; for example
in (Vaithiyanthan et al., 2015) orchestration is performed automatically by agents, which reduces human effort and response
time. Here, the autonomous and negotiation agents orchestrate Web services.   Autonomous agents have a high degree of self-
determination which can decide for themselves what action to perform and when.

3. The languages used in the orchestration of Semantic Web Services

Thanks to the great boom that saw the Internet in the use of artificial agents to use the WS, it became necessary that these
agents include the functionality provided by these services so the solution was the use of semantics in the description of WS
and finally arrive to semantic WS.

To be able to support the meaning of data, Web services should be able to: (Mrissa, 2007)

1. Interpret correctly the semantics of the data they send and receive,

2. Describe the functionality they provide using an explicit semantics and understandable by machines.

So the key is present through the use of description language, is that later is able to describe what do the service and not how
to use it. Note that here we will mention only the languages that allow implementation of semantic Web services.

To answer this question we will present different existing languages for the description and composition of semantic WS and we
will base our presentation on (Peltz, 2003b)(Lopez-Valesco, 2008)(Mrissa, 2007)(Oasis) also we note that we will only mention the
most widely used languages:

• The SAWSDL: It presents a semantic annotation for WSDL, but before going to AWSDL we must note that WSDL is a
language used to describe the interfaces of Web services:

• The input points and output.

• The specific operations permitted.

• The types of data and messages to describe the information used in the process.

So SAWSDL is an initiative of the Working Group of semantic annotations to WSDL, a W3C recommendation since August
2007. The working group takes part in the activities of W3C on Web services. The objective of SAWSDL is to add semantics to
WSDL services and XML schemas. SAWSDL is the result of WSDL-S (Web Service Description Language - Semantic).
SAWSDL defines an annotation mechanism to specify the WSDL using ontology (s). This annotation is based on the definition
of attributes extending the standard description. Semantic annotations referencing pre-existing ontologies. The mechanism of
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SAWSDL annotation is independent of any language for representing ontologies.

• L’OWL-S: It is a description and composition language of semantic Web services in the same time. OWL-S is an implementation
language of Semantic Web Services that allows the description, discovery, invocation and composition of Web services. An
OWL-S description of a semantic Web service is composed of three documents OWL profile (Service Profile), the model (Service
Model) and the access to the service (Service Grounding).

• Service profile: describes the functionality of the Web services, it is useful for their discovery and selection.

• Service model: describes the semantics of the data exchanged in the messages exchanged between Web services.

• Service grounding: specifies the encoding of the data exchanged, the communication protocols, as well as all the
practical details needed to service invocation.

• BPEL (BPEL4WS): has emerged since 2005 as the OASIS standard language for orchestration of Web services. It is widely
used in the context of the implementation of a service-oriented architecture. It is characterized   by its exception handling (faults
and events), parallel execution of operations and synchronization of streams, the compensation mechanism, and management of
the correlation of messages. BPEL is used to describe an executable process orchestration describing a service or an abstract
process specifies the exchange of messages between partners. It is based on the WSDL since each BPEL process is exposed as
a Web service through a WSDL interface. It uses operations, data links and partners described in the WSDL interface.

4. The notion of context and Context-Aware

In view of the literature, we find that there are several definitions for the concept of context, (Boukadi, 2009) classified the notion
of context in four families where each family presents the definitions and viewpoints of researchers: the notion of geolocated
context, the concept of environmental context, the notion of generalized context and unified context.

For us, we will adopt that presented by (Hioual et al, 2010), where he defined the context parameters and that what was missing
in the above definitions:

“The context is all the external information to the application may affect its behavior. This information can be used to
characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, device, application, or an object that may be relevant to the
interaction between the user and the application, including the user and application”.

In parallel with the emergence of the notion of context it became another concept that is context-aware systems (Dey, 2001)
(Gozalvez, 2016).  For example, (Elgazzar et al, 2013) presented a framework DaaS which lays the foundation of efficient mobile
Web service discovery that takes into consideration user preferences and context. The experimental validation and performance
evaluation demonstrate that DaaS can effectively rank relevant services according to the various user context and preferences,
in addition to enhancing the precision of the discovered services.

DaaS uses four types of context information to rank the list of relevant Web services, user preferences, device profile, environment
context, and user ratings. Incorporating this context information in mobile service discovery.

5. Characteristics of mobility models

Before to begin citing the related works, we must note the characteristics of mobility models, and that will be based on different
studies which focus on mobility, also we will try in this section to illustrate the notion of context in mobile environments.

To measure these characteristics of mobility models; (Pelov, 2009) provided an overview of the most popular metrics; where he
classified these metrics into categories.

In (Chaari, 2007), the author defined context in mobile models as a vector of five dimensions:
Context = (Terminal, communication, user, localization, environment)

In (Soukkarieh, 2010) Mobile environments are compared to other traditional environments,
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• The mobile environments are characterized by the presence of one or more mobile terminals, each having one or more
communication means Wi-Fi.

• These communication interfaces Wi-Fi allow to terminals while moving, communicating with each other or with fixed stations.
These environments present big differences compared to traditional environments or fixed.

• For reasons of size and weight, mobile terminals have fewer resources compared to those offered by fixed stations.

• In addition, the use of these resources is limited in time, since it depends on a limited energy source, the battery.

•  As regards wireless networks, they offer a much lower bandwidth and variable than wired networks.

• Indeed, these communications are subject to large variations resulting to the signal interference with the physical surroundings.
These changes lead, in extreme cases, to disconnect when the signal don’t reaches to the mobile terminal.

To clarify more mobile environments we note that mobile devices are devices such as PDAs (Personal Digital Assistants),
pocket computers (Handheld Computers), Laptops (Notebooks, Laptops)etc..

In addition, regardless of the portable terminal, new devices can be inserted in the short run (. Warm.) In use expansion
possibilities offered by standard PC Card, USB (Universal Serial Bus) and FireWire. Thus, it is possible to add handhelds
devices to ameliorate:

• The comfort use of Input / Output with, for example, the possible connect an external keyboard and / or mouse, the use of an
outer screen, or the connection of a printer.

• storage options with extra memory or hard discs,

• The autonomy in the addition of batteries.

According to the notion of context defined above we will quote the various works done in the field of orchestration in mobile
environments knowing that the list is not exhaustive since it will always be reached in this field and that as a result of a great
competition between large corporations.

6. The orchestration approaches of Context-Aware SWS in mobile environments

Recent works in the field of context-aware systems realize the composition of Web services based on the context. According to
(Soukkarieh, 2010) the context is integrated in the composition of Web services during the definition of the composition or
during the execution of the composition. Actually, there are many studies that have discussed orchestration approaches, eg in
(Peltz, 2003b) (Tibermacine, 2015) (Contes, 2011) (Dsmello et al., 2011) (Sheng, 2014) (Syu et al., 2012) (Kang et al., 2010) we will
try in this section to describe only the approaches which take into account the context of mobile environment:

• BEA WEBLOGIC WORKSHOP: The tool is probably one of the best choices for developers who want to gain some
experience with Web services and orchestration. But at the beginning of its establishment was poor at taking into account the
mobility then the company has expanded BEA WEBLOGIC WORKSHOP to MobileAwares as a solution to take into account
mobility. With the extension of the IDE Workshop with MobileAware. This Mobility Extension provides a device and delivery
channel abstraction engine that can be accessed and used through Workshop NetUI presentation and controls. It provides:

• Mobility Palette: Extends the Workshop meta-data palette to enable drag & drop of mobility meta-data to the application
presentation (e.g. NetUI). This allows delivery of the NetUI interface to mobile devices and PDAs. Includes support for wizard-
based generation of layouts for different device categories, click-to-dial for embedding telephony commands in application,
multi-device image handling, and device-category styling.

• Mobility Properties: Extends the Workshop IDE to enable configuration of device emulators for testing application appearance
and workflow and facilitates the creation of customer-selected device categories (such as all colour devices) for use by
presentation and business logic.

• Mobility Tool Bar: Enables configured device emulators to be launched for previewing an application on different devices,
simulation of device requests, and management of devices.
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• Enable Multi-Channel: Allows any application project (e.g. portal) to be configured for multi-channel delivery by selecting the
Enable Multi-Channel option. Selecting this option configures the application project to deploy and use an integrated Mobile
Interaction Server run-time component.

The integration of the Mobile Aware Mobility Extension into BEA Workshop provides significant benefits for developers:

• The complete Workshop control architecture can be leveraged to provide integration of mobile into existing business processes
and significantly increases the re-use of existing business logic.

• Workshop automatically optimizes the user interface and application navigation for mobile devices. This enables business
developers to focus on the application functionality.

• Maintenance of mobile applications is greatly simplified, as the standard application methodology and toolset are re-used for
the management of mobile application as well as traditional Web applications. In addition, Workshop offers device management
tools that significantly reduce the cost and effort of maintaining support for new devices as they are introduced.

• Workshop enables a single enterprise application source to target all devices, ensuring brand consistency can be maintained
across all digital channels.

Figure 1. The mobile extension of  WebLogic Workshop

• MICROSOFT BIZTALK SERVER: Microsoft BizTalk Server can be used to design, build and run dynamic interactions
between businesses and ported applications, platforms and organizations. The product includes an orchestration engine,
implementation and monitoring processes. It also includes a robust development environment BizTalk Orchestration Designer
to define and link process. With BizTalk, a clear separation is made between process definition and implementation. This allows
additional flexibility to dynamically change the flow of processes or services used in the interaction. And with the RFID
technology (Radio Frequency Identification), the availability of real-time information has become possible and the number of
areas where RFID could add value continues to increase.

Microsoft addresses this crucial area by providing a comprehensive platform RFID, Microsoft BizTalk RFID to enable RFID
applications in different business contexts. While Microsoft BizTalk RFID Mobile is an extension of the platform Microsoft
BizTalk Server RFID for mobile devices. So Microsoft BizTalk RFID Mobile is an extensible platform for development, deployment
and management of RFID, barcode and other sensor applications on mobile devices.

• In (Luo et al., 2009) presented a platform for the composition of Context-Aware Web services in the definition of the composition.

• This platform executes service compositions based on oriented goals. Then, filtering the composition of services based on
available context information. In addition, the authors model the composite service with Petri nets and can validate its accuracy.
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Three software agents are developed in the platform to effectively support the needs of context-aware in applications SOC
(Service Oriented Computing): User Agent “User Agent” Agent Broker “Broker Agent” and the agent implementation of
“Service Execution Agent” (Figure 3).

Figure 2. BizTalk RFID mobile architecture

Figure 3. A platform allow the context-aware Web services composition

1. User Agent: is responsible for receiving the user’s request seeking a service and restores the final execution result. It is also
responsible for collecting contextual information from the user containing a user ID, location, etc.. This agent uses memory to
store user preferences and context.

2. Broker Agent: receives the request sent by User Agent and extract contextual information. Searches the directory service
responding to this request. If not in the directory service relevant it decomposes the query into sub-queries to find relevant
services for each sub query. Then, these services are filtered according to the evaluation of the functionality of the context to
ensure that the user receives the best service instance. Finally, an execution sequence is generated.

3. Service Execution Agent: is responsible for the generation of services involved in the execution sequence returned as the
result compound that is generated by Agent Broker using two parts: the process verifier and the execution engine.

• The process verifier: its role is to verify if the service execution sequences generated by Agent Broker are possible.

• The execution engine: is used to verify the performance of the service. Execution can be done from a distance or locally. In a
distance invocation, the client sends a request to a provider requesting the execution of a service. The execution took place on
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the platform of Web Service provider. In the local invocation, the client asks remotely to transfer a copy of the service in its
system. After this transfer, the performance of Web Service took place on the client device, in local.

• JOPERA (Pautasso et al., 2005): is a project developed at the University of Lugano to provide a model of service composition
and tool specification, implementation and supervision of autonomic orchestrations. By default, it provides support for the
composition of Web Services, Java methods and UNIX applications. However, JOPERA offers extension mechanisms supporting
the composition of new types of services. JOPERA completely separates the data stream and control.  The formalism for
describing service orchestration is JVCL (JOPERA Visual Composition Language). JOPERA JVCL used to describe the orchestration
of services. JVCL is a graphical language based on activity diagrams. A composition is formed by a set of tasks, and control flow
of data streams between the tasks. Tasks are not typed in JVCL. An important feature of language is that it allows you to
predefine tasks with associated semantics; these predefined tasks can be used in the definition of a new process and tailored to
their execution context. This property allows you to create a library of tasks increasing reuse. Each task must explicitly specify
its input variables and output variables. In addition, a stream of data is created for each pair of variables (input and output); a
variable output task is linked to a variable input of another task, thereby defining a data stream. A task cannot be started until all
its data dependencies are not met. A task (task) can be either an activity (Activity) represents the call to service, a sub-process
(sub-process) indicating the call from another process.

Figure 4. The logic architecture of distributed execution engine JOPERA

• Orchestrator (Kang et al., 2010): is an active resource orchestration framework for mobile context monitoring. Orchestrator
works as follows (Figure 5).

• First, it prepares multiple alternative resource use plans, each of which can process a high-level context from applications. Such
alternatives result from the diversity of semantic translation. That is, a context can be derived by utilizing many different sensing
modalities as well as feature extraction and classification methods. For instance, when a context quality required by an application
is conditionally tolerable under a particular situation, a ‘running’ context is monitored with diverse methods, e.g., utilizing DC
and energy features from acceleration data, or statistical features from GPS location data.

• Second, at runtime, it dynamically adapts a processing plan to reflect resource availability, running applications’ requests,
system-level policies in a holistic manner. Such flexibility and adaptation enable Orchestrator to support multiple context-aware
applications, extending their running time while balancing their resource usage, in environments with highly limited and dynamic
resources.

7. Synthesis

For better explain the direct effect of mobility on the orchestration of Web services, we give an example  according  (Kaldeli et
al., 2016 ); considering a partially executed composition which involves circumnavigation of a robot, if an external actor puts an
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Figure 5. The Architecture of Orchestrator

obstacle in the robot’s way in the middle of execution, the robot may fall unless it revises its decisions about how to move.
Moreover, in many service environments, dynamicity also applies to the availability of information and services; e.g., the
services offered by a mobile phone may appear and disappear depending on the location of the phone.

So, Based on (Boukadi, 2009) which defines the main parameters describing the component context, (Chaari, 2007) and (Elgazzar
et al., 2013) which also present the notion of context in mobile environments and by the use of (Peltz, 2003a) (Hauspie, 2005)
(Montavont, 2006) to explain the characteristics of mobile environment, we can simulate a user as a node in a network of nodes
(users). So we will verify if the above approaches respect the following parameters, which will be the basis of our synthesis to
criticize the different orchestration approaches:

P1: The internal context of the node (user): this parameter is based on two aspects:

• The User: his profile, his rights of access, activity, preferences, etc..

• The device used: software and hardware features of the access device, also knowing that for reasons of size and weight,
portable terminals have fewer resources compared to those offered by fixed stations.

P2: The external context: this parameter is based on two aspects

• Location (mobility): it presents the logical and the physical position of the user, so a user has the ability to stay connected
while moving in a geographic area more or less extensive.

• The wireless network of communication: a network wherein at least two terminals (PC, PDA, etc...) Can communicate without
wired connection. They offer a much lower bandwidth and variable than wired networks.
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P1 P2

Bea Weblogic Workshop - +

Microsoft Biztalk Server - +

Plateforme de Luo et al + +

JOPERA - +

Orchestrator - +

Table 1. Comparison between the different approaches of orchestration

The table 1 presents our synthesis by comparing the different approaches of orchestration; this comparison is based on the
different parameters mentioned above. The sign (+) indicates that the criterion is satisfied in the considered approach, minus
sign (-) indicates that it is not satisfied. Dissatisfaction does not necessarily denote a lack of standard implementation but also
incomplete.

The orchestration approach BEA WEBLOGIC WORKSHOP allow to the users to Create services that exploit Wi-Fi terminals and
network assets quickly and at low cost; Create mobile applications, mobile portals and mobile business processes; Extend
existing Web applications and portals to a mobile and PDA. But it does not take account the preferences of the users.

 MICROSOFT BIZTALK SERVER, includes an orchestration engine, implementation and monitoring processes. It also includes
a robust development environment BizTalk Orchestration Designer to define and link process. But the same problem is the
absence of user preferences.

In Luo et al; we find that this approach used an User Agent, which is responsible for receiving the user’s request seeking a
service and restores the final execution result. It is also responsible for collecting contextual information from the user containing
a user ID, location, etc.. This agent uses memory to store user preferences and context. So this approach take account the two
parameters and their aspects.

JOPERA, is a project developed to provide a model of service composition and tool specification, implementation and supervision
of autonomic orchestrations, but also it doesn’t take account the preferences of the user.

Orchestrator is active resource orchestration frameworks for mobile context monitoring which does not take account the
preferences of the user.

From this comparison we find that in the majority of these works, the preferences of users were not all taken into account in the
orchestration of Web services.

8. Conclusion

The challenges facing Web service orchestration are further magnified by the difficult constraints of mobile environments and
the inherit complexity of wireless heterogeneous networks. We present in this paper a survey of orchestration approaches
oriented context in mobile environments. Consideration of context in the area of Web services orchestration focuses on different
parameters: the type of terminal and the type of the connected user to ensure comfortable use applications in new environments.
Reflecting these works mentioned above we find that in the majority of these works, these parameters were not all taken into
account when composing services. This generally leads to resume composing services from the beginning to take into account
these new settings. Also we add that the majority of these approaches are not flexible because they are strongly related to the
technologies and tools used.

We can say that for better take into account the mobile context in the orchestration of Web services we must integrate context
parameters during all stages: description, publication, discovery and composition of semantic Web services.
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